HONEST CV
OUR HUMANITY IS THE ONE THING
THAT WE ALL HAVE IN COMMON

WHAT?
Honest CV is a simple but powerful process to describe who you are
without talking about achievements or diplomas.
We believe that if the world had more CVs like these, humans would
be able to better know, accept and love themselves and each other.
We want to offer you a safe space for you to be frank, to reflect, and
to escape the fancy Instagrammer inside you, your employable
LinkedIn self, or your busy Facebook wall.

WHY?
We want to connect the mindsets and characters across the room into one same
frequency so that teams can know, work with and approach each other as equals from a
place of respect, admiration and connection.
• It helps to create a healthy and thriving company culture
•

You can connect with those you share a working home with at a more intimate level

•

We finally celebrate the workplace as a gathering of great humans

We apply Honest CV for teams working together or as a connect-interact tool during
events and conferences.

HOW?
Simple!
• 14 short (but not easy) questions
• honest answers (less than 140 characters)
• journey inside of yourself
• results carefully handcrafted by us: paper or wood
• tangible, inspiring art installation in your office/event space

RESULTS
1) Printed on a recycled paper, 300g thick, one postcard with Drawing & Honest Bio, A5

RESULTS
2) Wooden tables, two pieces: drawing & Honest Bio, A4 each, hand-crafted

2) Two wooden

HOW MUCH?
1) 60min workshop up till 50 participants + full methodology = 400€
2) Results printed on paper as A5 postcards = 2€/person
3) Hand-crafted wooden background (plain), Honest Bio & Drawing printed on paper and placed on
top, two pieces A4 = 20€/person
4) Results hand-crafted in wood: two pieces A4 (Honest Bio + Drawing) = 60€/person
5) Personalised drawing = 50€/person

*There is a possibility to enrich the workshop with an amazing home-made food from Chefly, let us
know if you want your people to have a bite while they are busy with self-discovery and we’ll take
care of it!
**We can work on a custom pricing if you let us know what your budget is and how many people are
involved: we can mix paper and wood and present you an individualised offer. We love people and
we love adapting to everyone’s special needs.

YOU ARE WORTH IT
1) Honest CV changes your company for the better: it helps to define the company
culture, makes everyone feels valued in a different way, allows people to connect more
deeply with each other.
2) This is an art installation: you create something amazing, beautiful, inspiring, and
greater than the sum of its parts.
3) It is visible in the workspace every day to remind you who you are all together as
individuals and as a family.
4) It’s a glorious Team Building opportunity for any event/conference. You can use the
tangible paper or wooden results as unique gifts for speakers and participants.

“IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHO YOU TRULY ARE, YOU'LL NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU REALLY WANT."

VIDEO
We have some real testimonials in case you still have doubts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytb_1zbdBrw

We can’t wait to hear from you!
dariakrauzowicz@gmail.com
+34 656 49 22 43
www.honestcv.dariakrauzo.com

